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In the prosent mote9 we surmnarize some results meeded to develop represemtation theory of 

the titled groups about its structures. 

S O. Introductiom 

Natural geometrical objects attached to noncompact real semisimple Lie groups 

are the symmetric spaces and we have many deep results on representation theory of 

these groups and analysis on these spaces, which are intimately related. In 1955 

C. Chevalley, in his fundamental paper "Sur certains groupes simples" (Tohoku 

math. J., 7, pp. 14-66), develops fundamental tlleory of Chevalley groups over any 
field. 

At present we have a natural geometrical object attached to algebraic groups over 

locally compact non-archimedean field, that is, Tits affine building. In the present 

paper, we consider groups with "the discrete-valuated gen_eric root-data system" in the 

sense of Bruhat-Tits. Algebraic groups defined over a complete local field with perfect 

residue field whose neutral component is reductive are contained in this class. To 

develop representation theory of these groups which is explained in a forthcoming 

paper, we summanze here some results of structures of these groups. We do not 

endow our groups with any further topological conditions for t~e present. I. G. 

Macdonald [3] and H. Matsumoto [4] get more deep results in the harmonic analysis 

related to this class under some topological restrictions. 

In S 1, we describe some fundamental definitions and properties. In S 2, we con-

struct a saturated affine Tits system associated with our groups, and in S 3 we construct 

its affine building. In S 4, we give the natural bornologic structure in our groups, and 

in S 5, we give lwasawa, and Cartan decompositions. 

Our main results are these decompositions, Bruhat decomposition and specifica-

tion of actions of our group G on our building stated in S 3･ Some parts are informally 

presented at 1979-Japan and France colloquy on "Unitary representations of groups" 

at Strasbourg. The author acknowledge Profp_ssor J. Tits, Professor H. Matsumoto, 

Professor T. Hirai and Professor N. Tatsuuma for their valuable comments and 

encouragements 
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S 1. Some fundamental defimitions and properties 

At first we will recall some definitions. Let V be a real vector space, V* be its 

dual and c be a root system in V* with the Weyl gtoup " TjV. We assume that there 

is given a " W-invariant scalar product in V. Fix a vector chamber D in V and H 

= H(D) be the system of simple roots of ep associated with the chamber D, and ep+ 

(resp. c~) be the set of positive roots (_resp. negative roots) in c 

DEFlNITION I . A system (T, (U*, M*)*=c) associated with a group G satisfying the 

followmg condiuons rs called a "system of genenc root data" of type ep m a group G 

(DR1) Tis a subgroup of G and for each a e ep, U~ is a subgroup of G which does 

not reduce to {e}, e is the unit element of G 

(DR2) For any a, b e ~, the commutator subgroup (U., Ub) is contained in the 

group generated by Up"+qb, where p, q e N* and pa + qb belongs to ep, which we 

denote by U(.,b)' 

(DR3) If a, 2a e ep, we have U2.~U.. 

(DR4) For each a e c, M* is a right coset in G with respect to T and we have 

U U_. - {e} c U*M.U*. 

(DR5) For a, b e ep and n e M~, we have n Ubn~1 = U.~(b), where r~( ･ ) is the re-

flection associated to a e ep 

(DR6) Denoting U+ (resp. U-) the group generated by U., a e ep+ (resp. ep-), we 

have TU+ n U- = {e}. 

(DR7) T and U., a e ep, generate the group G 

As a typical example satisfying Def. 1, we mention Chevalley group over any 

field. Moreover, Iet G be an algebraic K-group, with char (K) = O. Then it is known 

that G is the semi-direct product of Levi K-Subgroup and its unipotent radical Ru(G) 

The group G/Ru(G) is reductive and we can associate with it a "system of generic root 

data" taking its maximal semi-simple subgroup ; that is, Iet G be a reductive connected 

group : G is an almost direct product of a torus and its derived group ~ G : ~ G is the 

maximal semi-simple subgroup of G and contains all unipotent subgroups of G : the 

group G satisfies Def. 1 

REIVIARK. Let G be a K-group which is algebraic and connected whose any 
proper closed invariant subgroup is finite, i.e., G is an almost simple group. Then we 

have (U., U ) U(. b) except for the followmg cases Char (K) =2 G=B C G2, F4 ; 
* ' "' ", char (K) = 3, G = G2 

Let N be the group generated by the union of Ma' a e ep. We have a unique 

epimorphism "v: N~'"W such that for each a e c and n e N, nU~n~1=Ub With b 
= "v(n) (a). Moreover, for each a e ep, "v(M*) = {1'.1'. We have the following 
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　　　PR0PosITI0N1．　（c£［1］，P．工15）　Lα　　R＝｛ハ∫。／αε1ブ｝．　τ伽θη　　肋ε　　qωo∂rωpz所

（G，Tσ十，1v，R）1∫α3α鮒倣∂珊∫∫γ3鮒w舳肋γ1gro岬1v／τ130肋岬肋〃ow．

　　　The　co叩ugates　of　B＝Tσ十are毘ore1subgroups　We　note　that　N1s　generated

by　the　union　of〃。，α∈∬and（0v）．1（θ）：τ＝1V∩τσ十．We　ha▽e　a1so（〃σ十ガ1

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　”ε1V
：τ　　The1呵ect1on　of　lV　mto　G　deines　a　bリect1on　of　lV（resp　0豚）on　the　set　of　doub1e

cos6tsσ十＼G／σ十（resp．τσ十＼G／τぴ十）．（Bruhat　decomposition）

　　　Let　X　be　a　subset　of∬，0杵be　the　subgroup　of〃Wgenerated　by　r、，oεX　　Put

Gx＝σ十p肌σ十and　lV’x＝（”v）・1（To附）．　Then，we　have　Gx＝σ十丁！V－xσ十and　it　is

現pa1rab〇五c　subgroup⑪f（｝con辻釦n1ngβ，and　thle　apP11ca．t1on　X←妾Gx丑s　a　b筍号ct1on⑰f

2∬on　the　set　of　parabo11c　subgroups　of　G　conta1n1ng遍，and｛GxヲX∈2π｝1s　a丘1trat1on

of　G．

　　　PR0PosITI0N2　　For　o祀γw∈”肌1勿Ewあε肋θ3勿｛α∈Φ十，w（o）∈Φ・｝αη∂σwあθ

伽g・oω〃θηθ榊θ〃γ｛σ。；α∈E。｝・ηWr・卯G1・11舳加o〃げ跳σ十Pヅ1（w）σ。，

W∈W．η昭C0榊8ρ0η伽κθW→σ十τoヅ1（W）σwfS抑θC伽θ．〃πわθ伽C伽0加0αZ

P仰・れ・・G→G／T；G／τf・伽灼・肋川η1・・げπ（σ十砂ヅ1（w）σ。），w∈wα〃gわθη

w∈W伽cor閉ρo〃伽cθ（〃，〃1）1→（パヅ1（w）〃’）げσ十×σ。肋oG／τ応5枇伽．

　　PR00F　　Let五㍍be　the　set｛α∈Φ十，w（α）∈Φ十｝andσ㍍be　the　group　generated－by

｛σ。；o∈五㍍｝．　Then，we　haveσ十：σ”，σ㍍＝σ㍍σ、似．　lBy　the　Bruhat　decomposition，

G＝σ十τ！Vσ㌃σw　G1s　the　un1on　of　setsσ十τ”v・1（w）σw

　　　SupPose　that　z〃り■1（w）パ＝〃1オり■1（w1）〃i，ω，〃1∈σ十，な，オ1∈1’二w，w1∈o　W　and一ω’

∈σw，ψ∈σw、．　Put　x＝z〃0ヅ1（w）パ．　Let〃”∈σ十be　such　that　x〃”ズ1∈σ十．　Then

we　must　have〃”∈ωHσζ似パand　we　haveσw＝σ、、and・Ew＝E、リ、，軋＝軋ゴ　Let

α∈Φ十・Wh…一工（α）∈Φ十・w・1・・…・工（・）∈凪＝五㍍。・・d（w・・一1）（α）∈Φ十…d

when　w－1（o）∈Φ十，we　ha▽e＿w－1（α）∈五、＝五、、，、and（wiw－1）（o）∈Φ十，so　that　w1＝w．

Putγ＝り・工（w）ω’（”ゾ1（w））一1andγ1＝”ヅ1（w）〃三（り一工（w））■1，then　we　haveγ＝γ1and

〃’＝〃三，and　a1so〃＝ω1，な＝ご1・　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　c．q．f．d．

　　DEFINIT10N2　We　ca11a血m11yφ＝｛φ”o∈Φ｝，whereφ。1s　an　apP11cat1on　ofσ。

1nto盈U｛oo｝，a　oo〃α打oηof　the　gener1c　root－data（τ（σ、）。、Φ）when1t　has　the　fo1－

1owing　Properties：

　　（V1）　For　each　o∈Φ，the　mage　ofφ。cons1sts　ofat1eats　three　e1ements

　　（V2）　For　each　o∈Φ，and　kε理，σ。，比＝φ；1（［k，oo））is　a　subgroup　ofσ”and　we

haveσ、，o◎＝｛θ｝・

　　（V3）　For　each　o∈Φand　each〃∈〃。，the　function

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ωトー→一φ＿。（〃）一φ。（〃〃η一1）

iS　COnStant　Onσ竺
　　　　　　　　　α’
　　（V4）　Let　o，わ∈Φand一た，1η阜見　Then　ifわ¢＿盈十α，the　c〇二mmutator　group

（σα，肋σb，㎜）is　contahed　in　the　group　generated　by　the　groupsσp。十ψ，批十榊where

2，㌍W＊andμ十ψ∈φ．
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(V5) When a 2a belong to ~, ip2a is the restriction of 2ipa On U2a' 

(V6) For any a e c, u e Ua and u u" e U *, when u uu" e Ma' we have ip (u ) 

= - ipa(u). 

We remark that for any a e ap and u e U~~, there exits a unique element n = n(u) 

e Ma such th~t u=u'nu", nUan~~=U_a' nU_~n~1= Ua and u', u" e U~. The fami]y 

{ Ua,k ; k e R} gives us a filter base of neighborhood of the unit element in the group 

Ua' Let ip be a valuation of the generic root-data (T, (Ua)aec) and put ra = rt = 

ca(U~) for a e ~. The valuation ip is called discrete when F. is a discrete subset of R: 

for each a e c. Let ~ : ~->R+ be a function and v e V. Define ~a=A(a)ip~(u) + a(v) 

for each a e c and u e Ua' Then y = {~a : a e ep} is also a valuation, which is written 

as ~f=~ip +v. For each n e N and w="v(n), we define (nip)a=ipw-1( (n~1un), u e Ua 
") * 

Theri we have a formula n(~ip + v) = h(mp) + "v(n) (v). The valuations ip and ~ = ip + v 

(v e V) are called equipollent. 

EXAMPLE. Chevalley groups over ~~ -adic field 

Let K . be a g~-adic field with discrete valuation ip and G be a Chevalley group 

over K. Let U*,k be a group such that U.,k={u(.x) e Ua; x e K and c(x) ~ k}, a e c 

and k e R. Then these satisfy our Def. 2 ' 

S 2. Comstructiom of a saturated affine Tits system 

Let ip be a discrete valuation and A be the set of valuations equipollent to ip 

For each a e V* and keR, we define Qe.,k={x=ip+veA/a(v)+k~O}. We call c(a,k 
with a e ep and k e F~ = {ip.(u)/u e U~, ip.(u) = sup ipa(u. U2a)} affine roots of the space 

A. We denote by ~ the set of affine roots. Let c*'d (resp. cnm) be the set of indi-

visible (resp. non-multiable) roots in ep. For each ce = oc*,k e ~ with a e c"d, we put 

Ua=Ua,k' By its construction, we get 

PROPOSITION 3. (cf. [1], p. 122) (1) The space A is stable under the action of 

N defined in the above. For each. n e N, the a,pplication v(n): ~H>n~ of A is an 

autolnorphism of the Euclidean. space A, whose canonical ilnage in Aut(V) is equal 

to vv(n). 

(2) For each a ec, an,d keF*, put J~l*,k=M~ n U_.ip~1(k)U_*. Then the 

iinage of elements in M.,k ~,k with the reflecting b_v v is the ol'thogonal reflection r 

h y perplane 

aoca,k = {x = ip + v e A/a(v) + k = O} . 

(3) For each n e N and oc e~, we have v(n)(oe) e ~ and nUan~1 = Uv(n)(a)' 

Let H = v~ 1(e), W~ be the image of N by v and W be the subgroup of W~ generated 

by reflections r.,k With a e ep and k e F., N' =v~1(_W), T' = Tn N'. Let G' be ~he 
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subgroup of G generated by N' and U. with a e ep. We call the group G' the adjoint 

group of G. By these definitions, we get 

PROPOSITION 4. (cf. [1], pp. 123-128) (1) The system (T', (U~).=~) is a generic 

1'oot-data of type ~ in G'. 

(2) Tl,1,e set c'={a e ep/F~~c} is a root system contatning ep"m. W is an 

affine WeJ'I group and ~: is the corresponding affine 1'oot systeln. 

The grotip G' is a normal subgroup of G and G/G' is isomorphic to TIT' ~; N/N'. 

A point ~ of A is c_a.lled specja] if for ear_h a 'e ~..d, r~ contains zero. Taking a 

special point as the origin, we identify "A with V. We see that W is the semidirect 

product of " W by the invariant vector subgroup V n W, generated by translations ka", 

a e c*'d and a" is the inverse root of a, and k are elements of the subgroup of R 

generated by F* ; under the natural topology of W, W is locally compact and " W is a 

maximal compact subgroup of W. 

Let C be a W-chamber contained in D, and for each a e ep, put fc(a) = inf {k e R ; 

oc. k :) C} . Let Ufc be the subgroup of G generated by the union of subgroups U 

a e ep and put B = H Uf*' Checking conditions of saturated affine Tits system, we get 

PROPOSITION 5. Let S be the set of reflections with respect to walls of the cham-

ber C. Then B n N' =H and N'/H= W. The quadruplet (G', B, N', S) is a saturated 

affine Tits system 

S 3･ Comstruction of an affine building 

In the situation described in S 2, conjugates of the group B are called lwahori 

subgroups and each proper subgroup of G' which contains an lwahori subgroup is 

called a paraholic subgroup. Let X be a subset of S and Wx the subgroup of W 

generated by elements of X and put Bx = B WxB. When a paraholic subgroup of G' 

is conjugate to Bx, we say that it has type X. 

We will associate to the group G' the "affine building" and endow it with the 

"bornologic structure". Let V be the set of parabolic subgroups of G'. Each 
paraholic subgroup P has type T(P), and the latter defines a facet of the chamber ' C, 

which we denote by C.(p). Put I = {_(P, x)/P e V , x e C.(p)}. For each P e V, the set 

F = F(P) = {(P, x) ; x e C.(p)} is called a facet of I with type T(F) = T(P) and codimen-

sion Card (7(P)) . An application (P, x) H> x is called the application of I into C. Let 

F be the union of facets of the facet F of I. We define chambers ()f I to ' be facets of 

type ip, and the facets corresponding to maximal paraholic silbgtotps are vertices of I. 

When rank (~) = l, C is a l-simplex. The group G' acts _ on I by the - action g(P,' x) 

= (gPg~1, x) for P e V and x e C~(p)･ By these constructions, we get the following 

two proposrtlons : 

PROPosmoN 6. (1) For any type X, the group G' perlnutes transitively facets 
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of type X; Iet Px be a pal'aholic subgl'oup of G' of type X, then G'/Px is naturally 

identified with the set offacets of type X. In partjcular, G'/B is identlfied witll the 

set of chalnbers in I. 

(2) The closed facet F(P) is the P-stable point set of I and C is a fundamental 

domain of G' in I. 

PROPOSITION 7. Tlle set I equipped wit/1 the falnilJ; o.f ,facets, the incidence 

relation among facets and the affi:ne structul'es on each of closed facet F(.P), P e V, is 

a (poly)silnpli-cial c-ollrplex, and G' operat.es on I by aut-omorphism o.f-(poly)sin'2,plicial 

complex. In particular, when l=1,1 is a. tree. 

The next two propositions due to Bruhat-Tits are fundamental. 

PRoposmoN 8. There exists a unique mapping j : A->1 llaving the following 
pro perties ; 

(1) the restriction ofj to C is thebijection of C onto F(B), 

(2) for any n eN' and xeA, we have 

j(v(n)) = nj(x) . 

PRooF. The unicity follows from the fact C being fundamental domain. Let 

jo : C->F(B) be such that jo(.x) is facets containing x e C. Let x e C*(p), x' e C*(p,), 

n, n' e N be such that 

(1) njo(x)=n'jo(x'), (2) v(n)x =v(n')x'. 

The condition (2) is equivalent to x = x' and v(n~In') e W.(p) _; the condition (1) is 

equivalent to x =x' and n~In' e B.(p) ; and we have v~1(W.(p)) =B=(p) n N. Thus, the 

condition (1) and (2) are equivalent and j exists and injective. c. q. f. d. 

Note that j(F) is a facet of j(A) having the same type with F, j(F) =j(F) and the 

restriction of j to F is a bijective affine map of F onto j(F), in particular the restriction 

of j to C is a bijective affine map of ~f onto F(B), thus F(.B) has a natural l-simplex 

structure, and j(A) has a natural affine structure 

. We call the application j canon,ical application of A into I. An application ~ of 

A into I such that ~(x) =gj(x) with g e G' is called a structul'al application of I and 

a subset of I which is an image of A by a structural application is called an, appal'tlnent 

of I. j(A) is an appartment which is identified with A and G' acts on A ; 9x = gj(x), 

x e A and g e G'. Under this action, H is the fixer in G' of A and N' is the stabilizer 

in G' of A . ~et ~ be a structural application of I, and x e ~f, then ~(x) = gj(x) which 

belorLgs to gF(B) = F(gBg~1), gBg~1 is .a lwahori subgroup fixing chamber gC, and 

fdr any n e N' and x e A, we have ~(nx) =gn ' x =g ' nx which belongs to gA, thus ~ 

maps A to gA. G'/N' is naturally identified with the set of appartments. In some 

cases, ~ may be continuous.. 
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The group G acts also on the building associated to G'. We will specify this 

action. The group G is generated by T and G' and we have G= T･ G' =N･ G'. 

When n e N, we have nN'n~1 = N' and n.Bn~1 is the stabilizer of the chamber v(n)C 

so that there exists an n' e N' such that nBn~1=n.'Bn'~1. Moreover, Iet N be the 

stabilizer of the appartment A in G. Then we have N c N and N = N(N n G') = NN' 

= N. Let g e G, then there exists g' of G' such that g'N'g'~1=gN'g~1, so that there 

exists the unique permutation ~(_9) of the affine Weyl group W such that for any w e W, 

B~('g) (14')B = g '~ IgBwBg~ Ig ' . 

We see that the application ~ : G->Sw, where Sw is the permutation group of 

W, is a homomorphism. Let g e G be an element of Ker (~). , then we have BWB = 

g'~1gBwBg~1g', w e W. ･ This shows that G' cKer (~) and for any g = tg', g e G, g' e G' 

and t e T, we have B~(g) (w)B = B~(t) (w)B, w e W. 

When P is a paraholic subgroup of type X in G', 9p=gPg~1 is a paraholic sub-

group of type ~(g) (X) in G'. Thus, if y = (P, x) e I, the couple gy=(9p, ~(9)x) is also 

a point of I, and in this way, we define the action of G on the building I. Under this 

action, the stabilizer of a facet F(P) in G is the subgroup P and B is the fixer of chamber 

F(B) . 

PROPOSITION 9. Let A be an appartment and C a chalnber contained in A 
Then there exists a unique application, p =pA,c of I into A, called t/7e retraction of I 

into A with centel' C, such that (1) p(C)= C; (2) for each appartmentA' containing C, 

there exists g e G' su,ch that p(x)=gx, x e A'. 

By a structural application, we transport the affine-space structure of the space A 

mto an appartment g.1, in particular we could define a metric dA on the appartment A 

There exists a unique function d : I x I->R+ such that 

(1) its restriction on A x A is the metric dA, 

(2) for each x, y e I, we have d(p(x), p(y)) ~ d(x, y) and when x e C, we have 

d(p (x), p (y)) = d(x, y), 

(3) d is a complete metric on I and the metric space I is contractible 

Now we define the afline building of our Tits system (G', B, N', S) 

DEFlNITION 3 . The affine building I assocrated to the saturated aifine Tits system 

(G', B, N', S) is the set I equipped with the (poly)simplicial complex structure, the 

family of structural applications and the metric 

The application y H> gy (g e G) of the building I is an isometric automorphism of 

the (poly)simplicial complex I and permutes appartments, quarters and walls in I 

REMARK. (Oral communication by Tits) When the affine rank > 4 the group G 
is algebraic and Aut(G') = Aut(.1). 
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S 4. Bormologic strwctures 

In this section, we will give the "bornologic" structure on the groups G' and G. 

DEFlNITION 4. A bornology on a group G is a family A of subsets of G having the 

following properties ; 

(1) A is stable under finite union and it contains all finite subsets. 

(2) If M e A and M' cM, then M' e A. 

(3) If M, M' e A, then M-iM' e A 

We call a set M in A a bounded set. We see that {e} e A and when M e A, M-1 

also belongs to A 

Tl･re bornology defined by Tits system (G, B, N) is the set A = {X c G; canonical 

image of X in B¥G/B is finite} . Thus, G itself is not bounded 

Now consider our Tits system (G', B, N', S) and its assobiated building I. The 

group G' acts on I as isometry. The group of isometries of I. Isom (1), has the natu-

ral bornology structure defined by sets M such that 

there exists a point x e I such that {9 ･ x ; 9 e M} is bounded in I 

By these two definitions, we get the following propositions 

PRoposmoN 10. The bornology in G' defined by Tits systeln (G', B, N'. S) is 

the inverse image of the natural bornology in Isom (1) by the canonical homornor-

phisln of G' into Isom (1). 

Since the group G also acts as an isometry, we define a bounded set in G as inverse 

image of a bounded set in Isom (1) 

PRoposmON 11. Suppose ep irl'educible. Then, a subset of G' is bounded if 
and only if it is a paraholic subgroup. 

REMARK. When the group G' is defined over some locally compact, non-discrete, 

local field with discrete valuation, the subgroup B is an open and compact subgroup of 

G', and bounded subsets of G' are relatively compact subsets, maximal bounded 

subgroups are maximal compact subgroups of G' 

Each appartment has its natural Euclidean space structure and we may endow the 

building I with (_1) a topology invariant by G' which is naturally defined by the metric 

d, or (2) the quotient topology of the natural topology of the disjoint union of all 

app~rtr~~nts (CW-topology). When the group G' is G(K), the group of K-rational 

points of ari algebraic group over complete local field with finite residue field, these 

two topologies coincide and the building I is locally compact and the group G' is also 

locally compact . 

OpEN PROBLEM What are conditrons on the Tits system (G B, N', S) to make 
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the building I a locally compact space under its bornologic structure? 

71 

S 5. Iwasawa, amd Cartam decompositions 

In this section, at first we will show that the Tits system (G', B. N', S) is a double 

Tits systern and will give lwasawa, and C_>artan decompositions of G' and G. 

Let us fix a vector chamber D in A and E(D) be the set of quarters in A with the 

direction D. For any subset Q of I, put P~ = FixG, (Q) and P~ = StabG. (Q). We 
o
 know that N' P~ and B - P~ = Pc, where C is th-e fixed chamber in D. Put Q = D 

U {PE; E e E(D)}. For any g e v~1(V) and E e E(D), we have v(g)E e E(.D) and gPEg~1 

=P.(g)E' Thus, v~1(_V)=-,V'G,(Q~) and Q=QD=v~1('V)Q~ is a subgroup of G'. The 

subgroup Q n N' = v~1(V) is also a normal subgroup of N' and the quotient group 

N'/(Q n N') is canonically identified with the Weyl group " W 

Let R be the set of reflections with respect to walls of vector chamber D. We will 

show that the quadruplet (G', Q, N', R) is a Tits system with Weyl group " W. 

DEFINITION 5. We call an affine Tits system (.G', B, N', S) a double Tits system 

when the quadruplet (G', Q, N R) rs a Trts system with Weyl group " VV 

By Prop. I applied to the root-data (~T', (U.)) in the adjoint group G', it is suf-

ficient to show that O_ = T'U+ . It is necessary and sufiicient for g to belong to Q~ 

that there exists a v e V such that t~1gteB for all t e T with v(t) e v+D. Smce B 

c U-HU+ and U-, H, U+ are normalized by T, we have Q~ c U-HU+. Moreover 
since {u e U-/tut~1 e B for v(.t) e v + D} = {e} , we have Q~ = HU+ and Q = T'U+ 

Thus we get 

PROPOSITION 12. (cf. [1], p. 154) Tl･7e quadr'uplet (:G', B, N', S) associated with 

t/･7e adjoint group G' is a double Tits system., and Q~=HU+. QD= T'U+. 

We have, then, G' = QN'Q= U+T'N'U+ =BN'Q=BN'U+. Let Vbe the subgroup 
of translations in W and for a quarter E e E(D), put PE = FixG (E), Q~ = U {PE; E e 

E(D)} and Q~D = v~1(~)Q~~. Then the group G has a decomposition 

G=BNQD, and G=BWB ("Bru/･rat decomposition"). 
A maximal paraholic subgroup K of G' (.resp. a maximal bounded subgroup K 

of G) is called a good subgroup when we have G' = QK (resp. G = ~K). , and these 

subgroups correspond to special vertices of the building I. It is shown by Bruhat-

Tits that any group Gl with double Tits system has lwasawa decomposition and 

Cartan decomposition with respect to good subgroups, and when a homomorphism 

O : Gl~>G2 is B-N-adapted, G2 has also these decompositions. (cf. [1], pp. 71-106) 

We will give these decompositions in our case. Since our group G' has a double 

Tits system, we get 
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PROPOSITION 13. Let K be a good stibgrottp in the adjointgro'up G' contain.ing 

B. Then thefollowings are /･rold: 

(1). Il'vasawa decolnposition G'=Q~VK= U+VK a,nd the canonical application 

of V into Qg¥G'/K is bijective. 

(2) Cartan decolnposition G'=KVDK, where VD=VnD, a,nd the canonical 
application of VD into K¥G'/K is bijectjve. Let t e VD, t' e V, and t" e VD. 

(3)_ If KtK n Qgt"K~ip, tllen fol' all dolninant 14'eights p of l'vith 1'espect to 

H(.D), p(:t- t')~O, i,e., t~ t'(D). 

(4) KtK n Q~tK=tK. 
(5) If t' e VD and KtKt'K n Kt"K~ip, t+t'~t"(D) 

(6) t-It'-1Kt'Kt n t"Kt"-1K=t-1Kt n K. 

Also, taking G1 as our G', G2 as our G and O as inclusion we get 

PRoposmON 14. Let K be a good su,bgl'oup of G conta,ining B. Then the 

followings are /･rold: . (1) Iwasawa decomposition G=Qg~K and the canonical application of ~ into 
Q~D¥G/K is bijective. 

(.2) Cal'tan decomposition G=KVDK and the canonical appljcation of VB into 

K¥GIK is bijecti've, where VD = Vn D. 

We have also (_3) to (.6) in. Prop. 13 by replacing V, VD by V, VD 1'espectively. 

Thus, in some cases, we can consider functions (with bounded supports) which 

are B-biinvariant, or K-biinvariant. In the forthcoming paper, we will give some 

results of representations of these groups, and to specify the structure of "Hecke 

algebra H(.G, Px)", where Px is a paraholic subgroup, may also be an interesting 

problem . 
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